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IT’S NOT JUST ACCOUNTING, IT’S 2022 EARNINGS

HASI’s gains on sale will quickly collapse in the new rate environment.
The dividend is also at risk for the first time.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In recent weeks, HASI investors have been presented with a short thesis from Muddy Waters that details the
company’s aggressive accounting. We’ve been analyzing this company ourselves for months, and we found
Muddy Waters’ claims to be valid…so valid, in fact, that we have nothing else to say about them.
Jehoshaphat Research is short HASI today for an entirely different reason: HASI’s impressive gains
on sale are going away this year. Gains on sale are ~50% of the company’s earnings.
These gains are the result of HASI selling loans that have gone up in value since they were originated. These
credit assets are decades long in duration, so their market values are extremely rate-sensitive. Market rates were
generally going sideways or falling for HASI’s entire history as a public company, so HASI was continually
benefiting, originating “winners” which could later be sold for realized gains in a lower rate environment.
Unfortunately, rates exploded in recent months. Since going public, HASI has never lived through a rate shock
this sharp. Worse, HASI’s portfolio is more rate-sensitive than it was a few years ago, possibly twice as much.
Almost all its loans were originated in a lower-rate environment, and should therefore be well underwater now.
You can’t produce gains on sale by selling assets whose market value has fallen since you originated them.
If we are right, the ~50% of earnings from gains on sale is going to almost zero. This is a 2022 event.
HASI’s problems don’t stop there. HASI’s funding model is reflexive, meaning its dividend is funded by stock
issuance rather than cash flows. With the stock down tremendously from prior highs, HASI will need to
issue tremendously more stock to fund the dividend. (Have you ever played “Would you rather”?)
Worrying about whether HASI’s accounting is clean or dirty is a luxury its shareholders won’t have for long.

This report consists of our opinions only and is not investment advice. We are short shares of this company. The Disclaimer at the end of this
report, which provides more detail on our biases and incentives, is an integral part of this document.
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FULL THESIS IN TWO PARTS
Part I: The Frailty of HASI’s Gains on Sale
“If you’re an investor in fixed income [like HASI is], and you’re a holder of stuff in a falling rate environment, you’re going
to have a book of stuff you can sell at gains. If rates go up, you’re stuck with it.” - Former HASI executive
A. HASI’s earnings depend heavily on non-cash gains on sale from selling portfolio assets.
For its entire public life, HASI has made a business of selling (“securitizing”) fixed income assets from its
portfolio and booking immediate gains upon doing so. It’s no secret that this gain-on-sale income is an
important part of HASI’s “dual-revenue model.” It was more than 50% of HASI’s pretax earnings over the last
two years, thanks to market interest rates bottoming out :
2019

2020

2021

Q122

Gain on sale of receivables and investments
Pretax income

$24
$90

$50
$80

$68
$144

$17
$57

% of income from gains on sale

27%

62%

47%

30%

Source: HASI 10-Ks

Aside from understanding these gains as a percentage of total HASI earnings, it’s important to understand them
as a percentage of the assets being sold (gain on asset sold/total cost of asset sold). In May 2018’s earnings call,
the HASI CEO talked about 2% being a decent approximation for the “normal” gain on sale to be expected
from this process over time:
Analyst: It looks like you get a 2% gain on sale when you securitize assets…or is that very stable?
CEO: …There's no -- it's not like we're guaranteed a 2% fee. It can be lower or it can be higher…And it ebbs and
flows. So 2% is not a bad number to think of for those. – HASI earnings call, May 2018

In this exchange the analyst and the CEO were referring to this part of the Q118 HASI investor presentation:
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But in 2020, something changed. HASI’s gains on sale – that “normally 2%” number - skyrocketed:
LTM Securitization Gains as % of Total Securitized
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Source: HASI 10-Ks and Qs. See endnote for more detail on calculations. i

While HASI had normally been able to generate gains equivalent to a low-single-digit percentage of the total
values of the assets they were selling, this percentage exploded into the high teens during 2020. Why?
This is why:
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This chart from Bloomberg shows the 30-year US treasury yield from the end of 2012 through the end of 2020.
Interest rates has been going sideways or down for years, but in a relatively stable way. In 2019, interest rates
began falling more, and then crashed in early 2020. This provided a gigantic tailwind to the value of HASI’s
loan book, and therefore, to the size of the gains it could generate when selling those loans.
B. HASI’s gains on sale are largely dependent on falling interest rates, because the assets being sold are
incredibly rate-sensitive.
To understand why falling rates drove insane gains in 2020-21, one must understand some things about the
nature of the assets which HASI owns and is selling in its securitizations.
HASI is a lending company. And while all loan assets are sensitive to interest rates, the HASI portfolio has
several characteristics that make it extremely long-duration, or interest-rate sensitive:
•
•
•

Very long time to maturity, with an 18-year weighted-average remaining life of Portfolio ii, and
possibly even longer for the assets typically being securitized (the ones driving those gains on sale)
Low yields, especially on the most easily securitized portion of assets
Back-end loaded payments on certain of these securitized assets, those which were heavily used to
drive gains in 2020-21

This simple description of bond duration iii shows what’s at stake for HASI:
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We don’t know HASI’s exact portfolio duration, but we know it’s very long, probably approaching 20 years or
more given time to maturity (~18 years) and back-end loaded payment structures in many assets. If this is the
actual duration for the assets driving HASI’s gains on sale, then every one-point move up in rates
means HASI’s assets fall 20% in value. Not its equity; its assets.
A Kroll Bond Rating Agency New Issue Report on an ABS Trust issued in 2015 provides insight into an
example of one pool of assets which HASI sold. https://www.kbra.com/documents/report/2717/abs-hasisyb-trust-2015-1-new-issue-report:
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When they were issued in 2015, these asset-backed securities created by HASI had a final maturity date 30 years
in the future. Think of a 30-year treasury bond, which is about the length to maturity we’re dealing with here.
What happens to the value of 30-year treasuries when market interest rates go up, say, 100bps? For equity folks,
pull up a 1-yr chart of TLT and look what happened just in Q222.
These HASI bonds above also had a blended interest rate of 4.4%. At the time they were issued, the 30-year
treasury was yielding 2.9%. So these bonds traded at only a ~150bp spread above risk-free. This is another
point of rate sensitivity, as described above in the definition of duration.
But perhaps the starkest aspect of how rate-sensitive HASI’s securitizations are is the back-end loaded payment
structure of some of them. This specifically relates to HASI’s ESPC receivables portfolio. ESPC receivables are
generated when HASI lends money to government-sponsored projects in which a private contractor performs
an energy efficiency upgrade of a government building. These types of receivables have very low credit risk,
and therefore, very low yields.
We interviewed a former HASI employee who was familiar with the type of payment tenor these sorts of
receivables generally had:
ESPC concepts have 25-year tenor or more. They’re non-amortizing initially, then amortize a little bit, like a mortgage.
They have inflation-escalating payments. If you look at a graph of the cash flows, you’ll see it increase in a sloped line out
to year 25. Much of the value is based on the end of that tail, the terminal value. It’s like terminal-value squared. So if
rates change by just A LITTLE BIT, the present value changes A LOT…They’re government-backed
so they’re low-yield [as well].
So while we know the HASI portfolio has a very long average life and low yields, the ESPC component of that
portfolio additionally has extremely back-end loaded payments. All of this adds up to a set of assets that are
extraordinarily sensitive to small moves in interest rates.
Going back to the Kroll report for a second, note also the difference between the original tenor of the
securitized assets and their weighted-average remaining term, a difference of nearly 4 years:

HASI appears to have held these assets for years before securitizing them in 2015. These are not like the
securitizations you might think of where a bank goes out and makes a bunch of mortgages, immediately turns
around and securitizes them an hour later, rinse-and-repeat style with very little lasting exposure to these assets.
HASI will hold an asset, often for years and years, and then opportunistically decide to sell that asset to drive a
gain on sale. When rates are going sideways or falling, this is a nice opportunity to pull future earnings forward.
When rates are crashing, it’s a windfall. And when rates are surging, well – that’s how markets work.
Think about what this means when HASI builds up assets in a low or rock-bottom interest rate period
(2020-21) and then interest rates surge in 2022. Look at how much of HASI’s balance sheet today
consists of assets originated from mid-2019 to end-2021, when rates were in the basement:
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Moreover, most of the 2019 vintage appears to have been originated in the second half of 2019, because HASI’s
total assets actually declined in the first half of that year and then grew sharply through year-end. iv If we assume
that 2/3 of HASI’s 2019 vintage was originated in the second half of that year, then about 55% of HASI’s
receivables portfolio today wasn’t just originated at lower rates than those we live with today, it was
originated at much lower rates. Just look at a chart of the 30-year going back to 2019.
We believe that the on-balance-sheet portfolio is meaningfully underwater now, having been originated with
low (or very low) rates. How much underwater? We don’t know the HASI assets’ exact duration, but if it’s (to
guess) 20 years, then every 1% drop in rates was adding 20% to its marketable value, and every 1%
increase in rates has dropped its value by 20%...
Another way to look at this is simply to ask: How do rates through the end of Q2 (30-year above 3%) compare
to rates prevailing over the past ten years?
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Even though Wall Street is confused and will tell you that rates at ~3% are no big deal for HASI, they are in
fact a very big deal. HASI has been originating fixed income assets for the past decade with rates below the
current level, but investors believe that HASI is going to continue to generate gains on sale by selling these
extremely rate-sensitive assets at an accounting profit. On the pure basis of where general interest rates
are, HASI appears to be starting off behind the 8-ball on everything except its 2013-14 vintage. So how
big is that vintage on its balance sheet today? Not big at all, considering what the old vintage tables tell us. (Our
guess is they sold most of that vintage a long time ago to make a quick buck with rates having fallen.)
Remember – “normal” gains on sale according to the company are in the 2% ballpark. There’s no fundamental
reason, however, why gains on sale need to occur – unless HASI has cherrypicked winners and held onto losers.
It just so happens that since HASI has been public, rates have been generally stable or declining most of the
time. HASI has never undergone an upward rate shock anywhere near what’s happening now. And if
the rate decline of 2019-20 was this good for HASI’s gains…
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…how nasty do you think the current rate surge will be? In fact, you can already see the problem…
C. The carnage has already begun, just not in the income statement – yet. Look at the AOCI.
Because of its esoteric accounting framework, HASI can run gains on securitizations through income
immediately, but can run losses on the related residual assets through Accumulated Other Comprehensive
Income to bypass EPS. “Heads I win, Tails EPS doesn’t feel it.” But we can still see it.
Here’s the relevant accounting policy language from the HASI 10-K:
Investments are debt securities that meet the criteria of ASC 320, Investments-Debt and Equity Securities. We have
designated our debt securities as available-for-sale and carry these securities at fair value on our balance sheet. Unrealized gains
and losses, to the extent not considered to be credit related, on available-for-sale debt securities are recorded as a component of
accumulated other comprehensive income (“AOCI”) in equity on our balance sheet. When a security is sold, we reclassify the
AOCI to earnings based on specific identification.
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And here’s the history of unrealized gains/(losses) run through OCI, through Q122:
Unrealized gains/(losses) on AFS securities
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($10)
($15)
($20)
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If we look at the four biggest moves, what do you notice about the 30-year during those periods:

(Astute observers will notice that the crash in rates in early 2020 was choppy, with rates moving around wildly
into the end of Q120 especially, and so HASI didn’t have a giant windfall in Q120 alone. Rather, each of the
four quarters in 2020 saw unrealized gains in OCI. More importantly, HASI realized huge gains on sale across
2020 – because it was selling old assets in a rock-bottom-interest-rates environment.)
But Q122, which drove that ugly markdown (unrealized loss), was only the beginning of the current rate shock.
This is where things get very timely for our short. Look at what rates did in Q222:
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How does HASI continue to scrape winners out of this book when rates have surged like this and are staying
there? We believe that at least some evidence of this rate shock will be apparent in HASI’s Q2 earnings
report. And, Q3 will be HASI’s first fully-baked quarter with a 3%-or-so rate on the 30-year. We think
2021 was the last year of prodigious gains on sale – the ship has sailed, you can see it in OCI
movements in Q1, rates got worse in Q2, and investors just don’t know any of this yet because OCI
doesn’t hit EPS.
We can’t rule out the possibility, however slight, that HASI might find a way to dig some really old winners
that are still above water out of its portfolio for a quarter. But we are willing to rule out the possibility that,
barring a cataclysmic reversal in interest rates, it can’t do that for all of 2022 or beyond.
(Note: The exception to this impossibility would be if HASI were willing to make absurdly low assumptions
on its residual discount rates, in order to book non-cash gains while selling assets at sizeable cash losses, but
we have been reliably informed by Wall Street analysts that HASI is an upstanding company that would never
do such a thing. We would offer some friendly advice to Wall Street analysts ahead of Q2 and Q3 2022: After
HASI reports those quarters, but before you publish your research notes, be sure to look in the 10-Qs to
compare total gains on securitization, in the footnotes, to non-cash gains on securitizations, in the cash flow
statement. If HASI is posting cash losses but non-cash gains, you have a big problem.)
Speaking of Wall Street analysts, we’ve found that they have been pretty sanguine about rising interest rates,
thinking basically that, Hey, cost of capital goes up, return on capital goes up, it’s a wash, right?
In fact, HASI’s portfolio has always been sensitive to interest rates, but two things have prevented it from
experiencing the ugly side of this since going public a decade ago:
1. We haven’t had a rate increase this sharp, and
2. HASI’s portfolio duration wasn’t this long.
The first of these two points is simple and we won’t belabor it after all our other exposition. It’s not the absolute
level of interest rates that matters to HASI’s ability to generate gains on sale, it’s the relative level – where are
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rates now versus where were they when a given investment was originated? We’ve explained where HASI is in
trouble here.
The second point is something we don’t think most analysts appreciate. In 2015, the weighted-average life
of the assets on HASI’s balance sheet was 10 years. In 2022, the weighted-average life of its balance
sheet assets is 18 years. v HASI’s portfolio sensitivity to interest rates has likely grown by around 80%
in recent years.
Without picking much on individual analysts, we are confident that if institutional investors and short sellers
peruse the sell-side notes on HASI, they will find the oddly consistent belief that because HASI has been
through “rate cycles” before without a problem, it will be fine. We think that this is due to ignorance about:
a) how important gains on sale are to HASI,
b) how important interest rates are to HASI’s gains on sale,
c) how HASI’s portfolio has changed over time, and
d) what this rate cycle means for HASI.
This graphic from one sell-side note – and we don’t want to call out the shop that put this graphic in, because
we’re not trying to pick on analysts – is taken directly from HASI’s May 2022 investor presentation. The
analyst’s incorporation of this graphic so uncritically highlights some of the misperception around this stock:

Sell-side reports (and company presentations) being characteristically bullish, the implication here is obviously
that in spite of rates moving around over the years, HASI’s “distributable EPS” has continued to rise over time.
Aside from the fact that “distributable EPS” is total nonsense (outside the scope of this report), and aside from
the fact that the 10-year has gone sharply higher since this chart was created …the chart nonetheless highlights
the exact opposite of what the analyst was hoping to portray. As a public company, HASI has never been
through an increase in rates as dramatic the one it’s experiencing now!
It's not “high” or “low” rates that drive HASI’s gains (or losses) on sale, it’s where today’s rates are
relative to where they were when the asset being sold was originated. And when HASI is trying in a 3%
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world to sell loans that were originated in a 1% world, that’s not a recipe for booking gains on sale. Unless
HASI wants to start booking losses on sale, the asset sales are going to dry up, and so are the earnings
associated with those sales.

Part II: HASI’s Dividend is Now at Risk
A. HASI’s cash flows do not cover its dividend. It issues new stock to pay dividends on old stock.
We had to calculate HASI’s free cash flow ourselves, since we don’t see the company or sell-side provide any
indication of how to do this. Dividends and distributable earnings are plainly given and the company wants us
to focus on them, but free cash flow – the most important metric – isn’t. In fact, on many earnings calls, the
phrase “cash flow” does not even appear, vi despite cash flow ostensibly being the source of dividends for this
company. Wonder why?
It’s not like Hannon originally planned to avoid discussing underlying cash flows. Shortly after its IPO, the
CFO was referring to it as the source of future dividends:
When these factors are in place, along with a plan to pay a dividend of close to 100% of free cash flow, the attractiveness of our
risk-adjusted yield will be transparent. – May 2013 earnings call
But that was the last time the phrase “free cash flow” showed up anywhere in a conference call. (When you
look at what free cash flow has done since then, it isn’t terribly surprising that they wouldn’t want to focus on
it.) We’ll explain shortly how we calculate HASI’s free cash flow. But let’s look at the numbers first, and then
look at how we got them.
Starting with HASI’s FCF per share, using a 3-year trailing average:

LTM 3yr Avg FCF/Share
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Source: Jehoshaphat Research calculations. See discussion of FCF method nearby.

This is obviously not the mark of a healthy and growing investment company. Free cash flow is declining over
time, despite investment assets growing by multiples over this time.
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Let’s now disaggregate free cash flow into year-by-year (instead of rolling 3yr averages), and compare that to
the dividends HASI has paid. Note the shortfalls we highlight with the red squiggly lines:
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FCF/Share

Dividends per Share

Source: Jehoshaphat Research calculations, 10-Ks, and Bloomberg. See discussion of FCF method nearby.

HASI’s free cash flow has woefully underperformed the dividend for each of the last three years, and all but
one of the last five. This company cannot afford its dividend.
And yet, HASI does pay a dividend – how? This is how. HASI consistently takes in more dollars from issuing
stock than it pays out to stockholders. These dollars raised fund the dividend:
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Dividends Dwarfed by Dilutive Equity Raises
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Source: Jehoshaphat Research calculations, 10-Ks, and Bloomberg.

The reason HASI has been able to pay its dividend in spite of ongoing shortfalls in cash flows is that
it has constantly raised money to do so.
Of course, now the question becomes, Why haven’t investors seemed to notice HASI’s shrinking free cash flow and
inadequately funded dividend? Because HASI and the sell side make a serious effort to focus investors on the
“distributable earnings” metric. That metric looks beautiful:
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So how do we calculate these free cash flow numbers for HASI, whose financials are complicated? The
essence of this is simple – operating cash flows plus any cash investment income not included in “operations”:
-

Cash provided by operating activities, plus
Equity method investment distributions received, minus
The “Return of capital” component of cash distributions from equity method investments.

The first two are available in the statement of cash flows:

And the third is available in the section of the 10-K describing cash collected from “equity method” (not equity)
investments:
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Here’s the logic for each of these steps:
Cash provided by operating activities - it’s obvious why you’d start here. This category has already
accounted for most of the major drivers of ongoing or underlying cash flows for HASI.
Equity method investment distributions received - this line item is in the investing section, but it
is a contributor to "underlying” free cash flows. It is Step 1 of 2 in identifying how much cash the
equity method investment portfolio is throwing off. Unlike interest income and gains on sale of assets,
which are already captured in the Operating section, this line item is an Investing item. We think that’s
because it includes both return of capital and return on capital from the equity method portfolio. Which
brings us to:
“Return of capital” component of cash collections from equity method investments – This line
item, found not in the Statement of Cash Flows but the footnotes, is an adjustment for our purposes
to the “distributions received” line item above. We subtract the component of equity method
investment distributions that is a return of capital, because (obviously) return of capital is not free cash
flow. For instance, in 2019, the “Equity method investment distributions received” line item in the
Investing section was $71.2m. But per the footnote breaking out the components of the results of the
equity method investments, HASI received $60m in of “return[s] of capital” from its equity method
portfolio.
We believe that the right way to calculate HASI’s “cash income” on its equity method portfolio is to
take the $71.2m of total distributions, and subtract the $60m of those distributions that are simply
returns of capital. Therefore, we calculate that HASI generated approximately $11.2m of actual cash
portfolio income (distributions that were not returns of capital) in 2019 from these equity method
investments.
We do this for every year and that’s how we came up with the charts we showed previously. We also asked a
former HASI executive about this method, and whether they thought it was an appropriate way to calculate
HASI’s underlying FCF. They did:

Yeah that [method] is what I was thinking. The real FCF yield of this portfolio is like 7% [not HASI’s

dividend yield on its stock price, but the underlying portfolio’s yield on stuff HASI is buying]. The rest
is accruals, PIKing, etc. That [yield] is FCF/total HASI equity for each year.
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The point here is, HASI’s free cash flow doesn’t come close to covering its dividend. That’s why this company
constantly needs to issue equity. And according to the same former employee who concurred with our FCF
calculation above, the equity issuance is, er, used for more than just paying the dividend:
[HASI management] isn’t doing this because they’re getting rich by increasing [the price of the shares they own]. It’s
because by doing equity raises they make payroll…to pay their salaries. “ Oh we need to raise
money because then we get three more years of [personal] income]” – that was CLEARLY the

thinking.”

B. Reflexivity: The stock price being down increases the dilution needed to pay the dividend. HASI’s
dependence on the capital markets will be its downfall as a public company.
HASI has flooded the market with so many shares – so much dilution - that it has limited dividend-per-share
growth to an almost imperceptibly small pace. Despite huge growth in nominal dividends (total cash paid out
by the company), HASI’s dividend for 2021 was $1.40/share, which is only 8.5% more than it paid in 2017vii,
for a CAGR of about 2%.
What’s scary about this lack of dividend-per-share growth through 2021 is that it has occurred with the
backdrop of tremendous price growth and a rich valuation. Going into 2021, HASI’s stock had returned almost
700% since its 2013 IPO viii. The stock had traded obscenely expensively for years, going north of 4x book at
times. Such a rich stock price afforded the company the ability to issue equity with relatively little dilution. And
yet, look at all the dilution that has nonetheless been needed to keep this absurd game going:

HASI has grown its diluted share count by an eye-popping 477% from Q213 to Q122. That’s what happens
when you need to do all those equity raises to fund the dividend. But all that equity issuance was done with
the help of a high stock price that made share issuance relatively inexpensive.
HASI’s reflexive, capital-markets-dependent model is now caught in a perfect storm: Its stock, at close to 2x
book, is still very expensive; but with the stock now down so much from its peak, equity issuance will be
approximately twice as dilutive as it was before to generate the same badly needed cash flows. And of course,
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we think the stock will go much lower as the company’s gain-on-sale-driven earnings fall apart, exacerbating an
already present problem.
HASI is caught in a reflexivity trap of its own making: It must pay a big dividend to support its stock
price, but it must issue twice as much stock (or more) as before to support that dividend.
We are witnessing the other side of what was once a virtuous cycle: Falling interest rates allowed HASI to get
away with things it really should not have. And all it took to stop the company getting away with these things
was for interest rates to go up a couple points at the worst possible time.
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(possibly along with or through our members, partners, affiliates, employees, and/or consultants) has a short position in all stocks (and/or options of
the stock) covered herein, and therefore stands to realize significant gains in the event that the price of any stock covered herein declines. Likewise, you
should assume that as of the publication date of any long-biased report or letter, Jehoshaphat Research (possibly along with or through our members,
partners, affiliates, employees, and/or consultants) has a long position in all stocks (and/or options of the stock) covered herein, and therefore stands
to realize significant gains in the event that the price of any stock covered herein rises. Following publication of any long or short report or letter,
we intend to continue transacting in the securities covered herein, potentially including on the day of publication, and we may be long,
short, or neutral at any time hereafter regardless of our initial recommendation, conclusions, or opinions. One or more of Jehoshaphat
Research’s affiliates and related parties, including but not limited to any principals, officers, directors, employees, members, clients, investors, consultants
and/or agents of those affiliates and related parties, may have provided Jehoshaphat Research with publicly available information that is included in this
report, following Jehoshaphat Research’s independent due diligence.
This is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security, nor shall any security be offered or sold to any person, in any jurisdiction in
which such offer would be unlawful under the securities laws of such jurisdiction. Jehoshaphat Research is not registered as an investment advisor in the
United States nor does it have similar registration in any other jurisdiction. To the best of our ability and belief, all information contained herein is
accurate and reliable, and has been obtained from public sources we believe to be accurate and reliable, and who are not insiders or connected persons
of the stock covered herein or who may otherwise owe any fiduciary duty or duty of confidentiality to the issuer. However, such information is presented
“as is,” without warranty of any kind – whether express or implied. Jehoshaphat Research makes no representation, express or implied, as to the accuracy,
timeliness, or completeness of any such information or with regard to the results to be obtained from its use. All expressions of opinion are subject to
change without notice, and Jehoshaphat Research does not undertake to update or supplement any of the information contained herein.
The failure of Jehoshaphat Research to exercise or enforce any right or provision of these Terms of Service shall not constitute a waiver of this right or
provision. If any provision of these Terms of Service is found by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, the parties nevertheless agree that the
court should endeavor to give effect to the parties’ intentions as reflected in the provision and rule that the other provisions of these Terms of Service
remain in full force and effect, in particular as to this governing law and jurisdiction provision. You agree that regardless of any statute or law to the
contrary, any claim or cause of action arising out of or related to use of this website or the material herein must be filed within one (1) year after such
claim or cause of action arose or be forever barred.
In addition to the above legalese, a note in plain English. Jehoshaphat Research and any affiliated parties have a vested financial interest in being as
persuasive as possible about the stocks on which we publish. As is common for short activists, we or our affiliates or partners put money, sometimes
including short-dated options, into short positions prior to publishing most (ideally, all) of our reports. This kind of positioning and risk management
can put our interests at odds with yours. We have a lot of bias and incentives, just like any investor of course. Similar to any long-biased investor who
publicly speaks about a stock on TV, for instance, there’s no guarantee that we’ll come back and update you when we change our mind about something
we’ve said.
As you read our reports, we hope you will be of two minds: One that comes away impressed with the quality of our research, and another that realizes
that we may have non-aligned or even directly opposing incentives from yours during the course of any trade. We believe that any investor who takes
financial action based on the opinions of someone else must take responsibility for his or her own trading. We do our own research, and you should too.
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i “LTM gains on securitizations” is based on the sum of the past four quarters of this line item, available for example on
page 15 of the HASI 10-Q for Q122:

LTM gains on securitizations are then compared to the “Cost of financial assets securitized” over the same LTM period.
The ratio of the two shows the “percentage gain” on sale of these assets. This is comparable, we believe, to the 2% number
the CEO mentioned on the May 2018 earnings call as being “not a bad number to think of for those.” We calculate an
average of 3% from the beginning of our chart through Q118 when the CEO made this comment.
ii Page 34, Q122 10-Q: Our Portfolio consisted of over 320 transactions with an average size of $12 million and
the weighted average remaining life of our Portfolio (excluding match-funded transactions) of approximately 18 years as
of March 31, 2022.
iii https://www.investopedia.com/terms/d/duration.asp
iv This chart shows HASI’s total assets, quarterly, from Bloomberg:

Page 6, 2015 10-K, and May 3, 2022 earnings call transcript.
Any ctrl-F document search will show this, but we use Sentieo for our document search. We find that not a single
earnings call in 2021 contained the phrase “cash flow,” nor did most earnings calls in 2020 or 2019.
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vii

Per Bloomberg, HASI paid 35c/share in dividends in each of the four quarters in 2021:

viii

Per Bloomberg’s TRA function. Total return includes dividends.
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